Oregon County/District Words 2013
Division 2
1

WORD
wharf

SENTENCE
I love to walk along the wharf and look for sea creatures

2
3

troughs
reticent

4

proliferate

The troughs of food for the pigs were spilling over.
He was rather reticent with his friend on the subject of his
will.
Developments continue to proliferate along the river.

5
6

percolator
mystique

The hall has a 60-cup percolator we can use for the party.
A ballerina can possess a certain mystique that we enjoy.

7

kerosene

That heavy machine is fuelled by kerosene.

8

hauteur

9

factotum

The guard was exuding an icy hauteur when he was
suspended.
There were too many chores on the farm, we hired a
factotum.
The topic of the meeting caused so much dissension we
decided to halt the discussion.
My sibling and I are concordant so we spend a lot of time
together.
Are you going to have the branches bifurcated in order to do
the grafting?
It was an advantage to have an ambidextrous fellow on our
bowling team.
Please wait in the vestibule until you stop dripping.

10 dissension
11 concordant
12 bifurcated
13 ambidextrous
14 vestibule
15 treacherous

18 parable
19 migraine

They set sail knowing they would encounter treacherous
seas.
The park provided the respite we needed from our long drive.
The preliminary draft will give them a chance to review and
make all necessary changes.
The instructor conveyed the lesson of life by using a parable.
I don’t know if I have a migraine or a sinus headache.

20 journalist

The journalist asked people questions about the new law.

21 guinea

At one time a guinea was worth 20 shillings in Great Britain.

22 exurb

My grandparents bought a condo in the exurb area of the city.

23 disporting

I want them to engage in a disporting activity, like playing on
the beach.
The complainant was taking legal action against the whole
town.
The insurance policy stated that Bob was the beneficiary to
quite a sum of money.

16 respite
17 preliminary

24 complainant
25 beneficiary
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2
3

WORD
altered
vertebra
token

4

reservoir

5

predicated

SENTENCE
Our tailor altered the suit and now if fits like a glove.
The crash crushed his dad’s vertebra and cracked a rib.
Be sure to have the token facing up when you put it in the
bubble machine.
We can use the water in the reservoir for the car.
The value of the call predicated more of a calamity than a mere
obstruction.
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1

WORD
ostensible

SENTENCE
There was an ostensible truth about their story.

2

malicious

She had malicious intent and was planning to blackmail him.

3

exultant

The performance received an exultant ovation.

4

debut

The popular show made its debut only a year ago.

5

coincidence

Our meeting in Germany was pure coincidence.
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